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MAKE THE TEAM. MAKE STRAIGHT A'S. MAKE THE A-LIST.   MAKE IT HAPPEN!   Let's face it:

You know what you want, but somehow you're just not getting it. What you may not realize is that

you control your life--and Click! shows you how.   Based on the idea that what you give is what you

get, Click! explains how to figure out what you really want; how to focus on your goals using positive

energy; and, ultimately, how to achieve those goals.   By creating more positive energy every day,

you can stop waiting for good things to happen and make them happen. In fact, you're about to click

send on a whole new kind of E-vite to the universe--and finally get the mail you've been hoping for!
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The magic of CLICK! can pretty much be summed up with two words: positive energy. That being

said, creating that positive energy takes some hard work. Authors Annabel Monaghan and Elisabeth

Wolfe have made that battle easier by creating a book that will have you "clicking" in no time.No

matter how old you are, you've undoubtedly had experiences where you've seen things clicking into

place for other people. For some, these "happenings" seem to be almost magical in how they come

to be. When you read CLICK!, though, you'll realize that these people who seem to have everything

fall into place have probably put some thought, along with some really hard work and positive

energy, into getting what they want.CLICK! guides you through it all -- figuring out what you want

from life, whether it be a prom date, a good grade on an important test, or even just an easier time



at home with your parents -- and provides you with step-by-step instructions on how to go about

getting what you want. It's all a matter of positive energy, people!Filled with tips, tricks, pop quizzes,

real life scenarios, and even a day planner to map out your goals and how you plan to achieve

them, this is the perfect book for any teen. Give it your sister, cousin, best friend...everyone can

benefit by changing the way they think, and by putting that positive energy to good use!Reviewed

by: Jennifer Wardrip, aka "The Genius"

I couldn't put the book down...and ordered 3 copies for friends! The world would be filled with

happier people if everyone would read this book and follow its advice! Buy this books and look

forward to changing your life!

This is a book that no teenage girl should be without. It's never too early for girls to learn how to

take control of their destiny.

okay just received Click! from .com-read it in 2 days-gotta say this book is totally worth the read.not

corny, really funny, and has a great message.hahaa i even like this book so much so that i actually

logged back onto  to write this review.(if you like the gossip girl series, then you'll love this book.)

I wish I had this book at thirteen! What a beautiful and creative way to inspire girls to KNOW they

can do, be, and have all that they want. I babysit for a thirteen-year-old-girl (and I'm talking about a

"hip" teenager) who was glued to it and then I picked it up and couldn't put it down! Even In my

mid-20's I could certainly adopt these brilliant approaches to making the most out of my life, and I

promise you'll laugh all the way through. It's refreshing to know there's material out there that

attracts young girls who truly want to get the most out of life. Thanks to Click! they now can! I think

Monaghan and Wolfe need to write Click! the mid-20's guide to getting what you want!

Click! is all about taking control. Relying on past experiences, Monaghan and Wolfe divulge their

secrets to success. And best of all? Anyone can do it. All you need to know is how to focus your

energy and concentrate on your goals, and you can make anything happen.Fun and easy to read,

girls of any age can benefit from Monaghan and Wolfe's direction. Click! even includes a daily

journal to help you achieve what you've been wishing for. What better way to help you stick to your

New Year's Resolutions than by following the advice in this helpful and infinitely useful book?For

more reviews, an interview with the authors, and a chance to win a copy of this book, visit [...]



This book is easy to read, entertaining and has a great message that every girl needs to hear! If

everyone in junior high and high school would read this book, girls would be much more fulfilled,

less concerned about what others want them to be and more focused about who THEY want to be.

Great pick!

None of the folks who reviewed this book mentioned that it is based on the Law of Attraction, a new

age concept. It is a cleaver packaged rewrite for teens of The Secret. The goals held up for girls are

for the most part materialistic and self seeking. Pseudo science explanations abound in the first

chapter for why the techniques offered in the book work to get what you want. There is a lot of truth

to the advantages of thinking positively, writing down goals, visualizing and imagining how you will

feel when you reach the goal to motivate you to attain your goals. Unfortunately this common sense

stuff is marketed as an e-vite to the Universe (note the capitalization) which will respond

automatically to thoughts, positive or negative. Another message of the book is to focus on

happiness as a goal. While the authors do a good job of warning that things and experiences do not

bring lasting happiness, they seem to equate happiness with the process of getting what you want.

The truth that happiness is a direct result of being other-centered rather than self-centered is never

included in this book's philosophy of happiness. Thumbs down from this mother of 4 girls.
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